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Firstly, the person playing 
the debate has a lot of 

knowledge because there 
is so much information 
around one resolution. 

Secondly, confidence in 
your words, in yourself in 

general.Teaches you to 
express yourself without 

embarrassment in any 
environment or situation.

Thirdly, the ability to 
think not only 

unilaterally, but also from 
two perspectives, to see 

the benefits and harms of 
something.

Fourthly, of course, it is a good 
environment. Not to waste time, 
you can make smart new friends, 

and have your own social 
environment with common 

interests



Presentation of the organizations of our Academy to 1st 
year students. We will work together with fiery students 
with great desire and ambition.



The organisation won second place in the national XVI Debate Tournament 
of the Nur Otan Party Challenge Cup.



At a training seminar on servicing and combating corruption at the Parasat
College of the SKMI named after M. Saparbayev and the Department of the
Agency of the Republic of Kazakhstan for Civil Service Affairs, the Kazakh
Debate Club “Ziyaly” took 1st place.



Within the framework of the project
"carrying out activities to organise
activities to build anti-corruption
immunity in society" with the
information support of NAR TV a
round table discussion was held on
the topic: "what measures should be
taken to combat corruption in the
higher education system?
a debate competition among

students of higher education
institutions.
The Kazakh debate club "Ziyaly"
took part and performed excellently.



A meeting organized by the newly elected leader took place

today. At the meeting, Akbota Bakirovna gave explanations

about the debate and spoke about its formats. The newly joined

members of the organization were introduced and there was a

very interesting meeting. Members of the organization

consulted about tomorrow's event. We have many victories

ahead. Be with us!



Open debates were held among the members of the organization. Selected
Resolution: "The State Enterprise believes that in Kazakhstan it is
necessary to increase the demand for domestic products among the
population." The discussion was held at a very brilliant level, the resolution
was fully disclosed. The government adhered to the position "we can
increase domestic production in Kazakhstan" and won. Also witnessed a
brilliant discussion - Master of the Department "Hygiene and Ecology" -
Urkimbaeva Bakytkul Tamasovna.



Within the framework of the socio-medical forum "Believe and Live", a

conference was held on the topic of multidisciplinary problems of clinical

oncology. At the end of the conference, children with cancer showed a

performance within the framework of the fairy tale "in search of a magic

remedy for all diseases." They say that through art therapy children forget

about their illnesses. Indeed, all you need to do is turn your thoughts in the

other direction and make it so that it relieves the pain a little. They are children

worthy of happiness. Let the kids never get sick.



FORMATION OF ANTI-CORRUPTION CULTURE IS COMMON TO ALL



Demonstration games were held on the topic "BP offers an effective mechanism for
the elimination of domestic violence", a meeting with the younger generation. In
addition, the opening of a circle, created under the management of the KSU "Youth
Resource Center" of the Department of Internal Affairs of Shymkent to support youth
debaters.
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For additional questions

1. Musafar Akbota Bakirovna 8777-329-99-91(Leader)

2. Нуржанова Айфарис Нуржанқызы 8771-632-49-76 (2. Нуржанова Айфарис Нуржанқызы 8771-632-49-76 (vice-leader)

Website:@oqmadebateclub


